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SECTION 1

INTRODUCTION

The question underlying this study concerns the

characteristics that an educational objective should have

in order to serve a given purpose in educational planning.

This question is basically -one -of form and function. However,

Very littlecan te -done in-regard, to-building a frameworlt

within which to analyze or construct a' set of educational
.

objectives until the concepts which define form and function

are .explioated in detail. The purpose of this paper is to

pr=esent = paradigm state%ents of edudatiohal objectivos which

illustrate -the important oohcepts relate& to a stateMent's
-

form and function. Here edUcational objectives are those

statements which-- describe the student related intents of an

-educational endeavOr. ,They-do-not refer to- intended teadhing

practices, personnel organization, or Other- adtiniStrative-

-concerns,

This paper is divided into four sections. The first

section is this brief introduction. Section 2 is a discussion

of the form and ;unction concepts used in this study. In

section 3 paradigm statemdnts are presented and discussed

using the form -and A-lotion abhcepts, Finally, h section -,4

the conclusions drm'vn-and their impllOations are- considered ,

a
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SECTION 2

FUNCTION_ AND FORM O

TheFunction of Educational Objectives

It may be noted-that, traditionally the function of

an objective has been separated into three_categories

(- 11 direction =or guidance 121 selection of learning experience

-and` -(3eValuation (Langley, 1974). _HOWever-,- the-use-Of a

prodeee/Ptoduct model such asZohnson'e 119_671 to-deScribe
k, A

educational development suggests that a-more appropriate

description of am-obIettivelefunotIon ie that- directS -017-4

guides-the-selection-of learning experiences o-evaluation,

That-ie-educa±ional -objectivee may-be thought o:f as products,

-concepts such as- direotion- and guidance May be thought-
/

as deSeribing their funetionS4 and-such actions as seIebtion

of learning otperiOtee and eValuatiOnMay-beseenae

protesses, Further,as peoducts, -educ itnaI-.objettives-haVe-

two-kinds =of function's' input and -.output, Ae input they

guide =or qlrect'ptocesses, As tutput they have the function

of communicating tothoee inside and outside -of the

educational community, achievements of the

proces-s from which they resith;

In this study there are t),reeedUcational products

that are of utmost -concern,_ _They are- the educational
g .

_2 o '
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objectives called goals , 4intended learning outcomes, and

behavioral evidence. Each of 'these products is related-to

two or, more proces's6s as output or input. Follow -inc; are the

relevant processes: the- selection of goals or goal setting,

'the selection of ,curriculum items Or curriculurLdeve1opment,

the selsection of learning experience or instructional plannini;*,

and Ihe selection of, evaluation- prodedures _or evaluation

planning..

References in the- literature -do little- to -differentiate
f

g-Oa-ls from intended- learning -outComes- -except that goals- are-
.

usually donsidered to be more "creneral". This is really riot
k

precise enough. In fa.ct the term "goal" has often.been used

synonymously with the term "objective" which is used here to

name all three types of statements. In order then' to clearly

differentiate g o a 43 from the- other two types- -of ob3ebtive,

and iri keeping with the description of goalsA'ound in= the

literature as "the end products of edu.cation" (Krathwohl and

Payne ,- 1971., p. 21_)-,= the following definition= for a goal has

been stipulated: a goal is .an educational objecti'-

describes ;the attributes that a pupil should have_ at the

completidn of an educationar experience. Goals are the output

of the goal setting process and inPut for both the curriculum.

id-eVe-lopment and--evaluat=ion= planning. processes=.

:Based on- JOhnsoM,_ 19-67-_,_ arid= -Posner and - Strike, 1975-,

in_ thiS- -study = intended = learning -outcomes- are- defined= as those

= objectives describ-e the- learriings= .puPil -should

accomplish as- the- :result of an -- educational experience=.



Intended learning Outcomes are output of the curriculum

1
development process and input for both the\insttuctionai

I.

planning and evaluation processes-

The differences between intended learning

and behayiotal evidence -can be easily described

their respective definitions, have been- clearly

o -Comes

s

stated

elsewhere (Johnson, 1967; Posner and Strike, 1975)

Therefore, behavioral evidence is here defined- as those

object1ves which describe what one should- look for in order

to assess the achievement of goals or intended learning

outcomes. Behavioral evidence is output of the initial

stage of evaluation planning and'input for later evaluation

planning prOcesSes

The- function of, an objective diffets dependinp: on

whether it is input CT' output For examP] e , as a product

or output of the curriculum development process, intended

learning outcomes =have the function of communicating the

desired pupil learnings to be achieved as part of an

educational effort. As input_to the evaluation planning

process, these objectives have the function of directing

the selection of behavioral evidence with which to verify

their achievement. As input for the instructional

planning process, intended learning outcomes have the

function of guiding the selection of learning experiences

(i.e., instructional activties, materials, content, etc.)

which will result in an instructional plan.

S
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There are a number of other products and- processes

that should be mentioned in order to provide a complete

picture of educational }development. First, there are values

or a rationale which -are input for,the goal setting process-

Of course, the output of the instructional planning process-

is an instructional plari_ and an evaluation plan is the

output of evaluation planning. The instructional plan is

input ter instruction itself, The output of instruction

may be called actual learning-outcomes-. The evaluation

plan provides gUidande Ter- obsarVing actual learning outcemes

and ter-making judgMentS about theM, The-outceMes of these

I

-ProdesseS, obsery =ing arid= judging,- are data= and=decisions,

TespeativaIy. DeciSionS makprovide new input ter-ones

rationale and so= the entire davaIopmentaIiarfort begins

again, Figure I illuStraieSthiSproce8s/Produbt_Modi,

-Once the functions- -of an-objectivehave been-described_

the next task is to- clearly = define thaooncepts-to=ba used

in discUssing an-objectiVe"kferM,

The- 'Form -Edia atierial -01:d e etive s

In this study form= concepts are- used in reference

to thetwoasSential_aspeots of an objective.,- _naMely,

its very and-object, In addition, it its the author's

point-of view that tha traditionaligeneral to-specific

behavioral continuum which has-been-uSed in the past

:1
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to describe an objectiVe's form snot comprehensive

The form of an educational Objective is most

comprehensively descrabed by using format categories such

as- those: developed- by Strike and POsnet.(1974). The format

V

categories used in this study were 'derived from these

categories. Using precise concepts to describe a statement's

verb and object made- it- possible to- differentiate between%

objectives within the same domain of learning which refer 0_

to: the fs_ame -content_ _area.-
f 4ir

There are five distinct format ca,tegories that were

used in this study to describe an objective's form.

The- first category is-'concerned =with clarity. This

category includes -three related concepts. One is the notion

of vagueness which describes a concept a verb or

object) with indeterminant cbnceptual boundarie.s. Another

is =Conceptual Clatity in_ whiCh- the _meaning Of. a- -cencept- -is

_made T114' laSt_ is=,operational =clarity =Which_ allows

one- to, identiTY the presence= of -a =Concepts._

The =second format category -centers around- range or the

number= of -instances- =covered- by- the- c-onceptS, the= verb= and'

object, in= ram objective. The thitd= focuses- --On- the level _Of--
abstraetness: from particulars- of an objective'=s verb- or-

_

o_bjeet_. The fourth- -c-a.tegory_ is 1-'-behavioralriess-.1' At -One-

end- of the -"-behaVioratnes,cont-inuum-. -are- Statet of- being

and at the other- -end- are--actions movements -.- -This categOry-



i s,used primarily to describe.ian objective's verb. The

fifth and last category, observability, describes whether

or not a pupil's accomplishment of an objective can be

viewed directly and is also used primarily in reference

to an objective "s verb. All five categories may be pictured

as continuua,
Clarity. - The major category that will help differentiate

among statements =of edillCational obieCtiv6s is clarity.

The sub- concepts that represent_ the positions on the clarity

= continuum -are vagueness_-,, ,c-onceptual -clarity._ arid- _OPerational

clarity-. Figure = -2 preserits the 'Clarity cOhtinuum.

-Vagueriets oriceptual
Clarty-

Operational
qlarity

Indeterfiliriant =Clarity =Of
conceptual b_Oundary meaning

An= unatbiguoUsly-
statedn,_ obserVabri
behavior-

=Figure 2. =Clarity==cOntinuUml.

The- notion- =of clarity analyz =ing the-

following = objectives -:_ ="the= pupil values neatness -, -" "the

pupil is inCliried-= to= ihaVe= an orderly work -are," -arid- "the-

pupii _Washes -h=is /her deSic=.=" The= verb- -"to: -Value"- is= relatively

vague; it -has a .more- irideterthinarit_ conceptual =boundary- than,

"to- -be- -Or "-to_ -Conversely "to be= incline-di"-

is more -conCeptua-Iliy =clear than- -"to -Value" because there is-
.

legs -ctueStion about -its= meaning-._ The verb "to --mash"- not



only more conceptually- clear than the other two, since we

are very sure of its meaning, bu-t it is also- operational

because it describes an observable behavior. In fact, "to
wash" is operationally clear, because we can observe its
accomplishment directly without ambiguity. -

Clarity may also refer to a statement's object. For

example, 'neatness" is a rather vague .concept. 'An orderly

work area" is more conceptually clear than "neatness but-

not quite as clear as 'desk" because there is more uncertainty

about the meaning of Nork area" than about "desk." The

notion of operational clarity is not as, useful when talking

about a statement's object as is the notion -of concreteness

(i.e., level specificity), the opposite of abstractness.
Y

In rorder for- a statement- -as a =- whole to- =be- _con-Cep-tu allY--,,c-Iear4

,b_oth its' verb and =object -must -exhibit= conceptual =clarity v2

On the -other -hand-,_ in= -order- for a _Statement_ as- a -Wh011e- to

-be -operatiOnally-- -O-Iear_, -the , statement's- -verb--muSt -eXhibit

op-eratiOnai clarity and= itt- ObAdt -must_ -conc,e_ptuaI

=clarity.
-COnCeptual clarity is attained: thi4oughi the- generation_

of a for=mula definition- -for- a- concept. .Therefore,, it is

IFortnula- Definition 7_ -§tat enlent or -group -of -statements
whidh- Clarify the- seanIng -of -a- term_ -by 'Specifying the
-essential -coMponeritsOr pr=operties- of the term (Strike and-
?osnar I9741,
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1

important to reme

as""to value,"

formula defini

Similarly,

1-0

er that "to he inclined"'is not the same

b t that in this case it is part-of the

ion that describes the meaning of "to- value."

o mash" is but one of the set of observable

referents inn- the operational'definition2 of "to value"

"to be i

these

clined to."

ncepts.

t this point it is possible to-talk about an objective

whole. That is, the objective "the pupil values

atness" is- a-- -vague statement sinde both = =its verb-t"to

i=value")- and_ its objeat,Pheatnese'q are vague- concepts. The

or

That is, it is one manifestation of

objective "the pupil is inclined to have an orderly work area"

S =but one part of the formula definition for that more

=vague Statement and -as=euch it -has_i_ relatiVely -Speaking, a

more toncePtuaily -clear-Verb= and- objedt -The objecti=ve "the

4?upil-washes his/her-desk"--May-or may not oe-tore=cohceptUally

clear than "the pupil is inclined to have an orderly work

area"- -but it i=s -more OPerationarly- 61ear -and :may-, there-fore_,-

'4 form a part of that objective's operational definition. "The

loliPil Washes his/her desk" may be calledoperationally clear
. .

since Its verb is operationaLly clear and its object is

C'oriceptuaiiy

2 e
t,0*

OperationalOefinition- = a-statement -(:',group-of'-
statements which -link the term-t6 1:-defined--withsOMe test
=or-observation-b. *hick that term may Widentified=kStrike
and Posner,- 197-
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A vague 'objective's formula and Operational definitions

will be made up of many statements. Therefore, one should

be Most cautious about - accepting any siw","-

number of statements
/

as the definitiv,

meaning or vidence for such an Objective. The remainder

^1..' even a, small

.d.L -ion of the

of the format categories help to illuminate other.

characteristics of verbs and objects 'which are useful4111

differentiating one objective- from another.
. 1

. ,Range. - The format category range is a modification

of the general-to-specific sontinuum traditionally used
i

'to

.

.

describe an objective's. form as a whole. In this Study/es an
ss

...

I

/

objective's form is 'dismissed eeparately for the cOndOts

embodj.ed in its verb and object. At one end of the range
.--- ,

-

continuum fall range-general-Concepts, i.e., those that
I

Over nanyinstances. As one- appr=oaches- the= rarighspecific

end -of this oiltinuuM7iconcept-si-whchcdver fewer yIlci

instances,are found. Figure_ _3' _pictures the range Ontihuun.

nge.rgeheral

4- ,

1

Range-speCific

Many knStanoeS
covered-

s
fewert a..nttances

covred- -

FijQjui b 3

The 0_
The format_ category ..),Anee -thar'be- -used-d_ -When- talic-in &:

_
tkr,

a-bout a statement's obj-eOt-i.,- Mathemat -ics is an exampl=e- Of

Range- dontinuum,

one instan e
covered

00.
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Jnge-genetal obj_et.t found in -statements of edUcational

objectives. MathematicF Subsumes-many other concepts, such

as addition, subtraction, set thepty, whole numbers, geometry,

algebra, all of which cover fewer instances. Therefore,----

it may be said, for example, that geometry, addition,- and

40.
whole numbers are more range-specific than mathematics. It

should be noted that these more range- specific concepts are

4 , also the ones included in the forMUla definition of the

concept mathematics. By isolating the concepts that are

subsumed -by a range.7generalpancr, the components

formula defihitiehateilluminate

Ile,pomponentS-of some verb =' =s formula de-Tin Vtion may-

be dAsoUssed: in terms of their relative-range.,_geherality

-or -specificity: -Ohe example -is the verb--"taimovei" and its
N.?

cemponents, -This verb :sub8Umes other verbs-such-ds -"to jump,"-,
0

"to ruh,"'!'to-hop,"-irto gesture." These verbs all -cover

fewerxhstances than- the= range,-rgeneral Verb-"ta=move," AS c,

with range-general objects , these more range-specific verbs

also help to define the verb "to Move. Both the verb and

object of an. operatiorially clear statement are range-gpecific.

Level. - °'The level format category is also a modification

of the traditional general,=te-speeIfie continUum-. At the

'level-general end-Of this continuum's are found= abstract

cohdepts, that those-that are-remate from particulars-

At the level:speeifiaend of the cantinuUm-areCancepts

/1-
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which are concrete, i.e., particulars. Figure 4 shows the

1,evel continuum.

Level-general Level-specific

abstract, removed
from particulars

Figure 4. Level continuum.

concrete,
particulars

The format Category termed level of abstractness

deScribeg Verbs like_ the following as level-=genetall "to

communicate " -"tope'rCaiVe,-" and= '"to-comPrehend,:" In -contrast,
,

"to- explain" or "to- give examples" are toth-mora:level_SPeCifie-4

than "to, comMunicatel=" "to track-viSUally or- "to diStinguiSh
0

by tOuch,S1 are bOth- more leva-l=tpedific thailt&percaive-"-

and= "to-tranSlate":isMore level-specific than"to-comPrehand

In-regard: to a Statement's-object, a concept- like= "botany"

is-much_ More le= vel- general or-abstract_ than,"an, Oak tree-"-

This is the Case because -botany-, as _aConCept, As quite- fat-

remove&_froM-partieulars)-SuCh as- an-oak tree-.,

Levdi -of- abstractness- thoul& be- consideredrgeparately-

fromthe.relative-cOnceptual Clarity-Of-relate& Concepts,

since a -concePt whiCh,latOre conceptuall=y clear-- may -or -may

niOt be-,less- level-general than the one whose 416aning it is

,iiitende& to- clarify- 'Thig 1g-the case for both- a _statement'=s

trl

verb = and objapt

In-general when oOmparing two verbs, if one verb, for

example- "to value, is simply intended= to-provide-Conceptual

115
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clarification for anotheryerb (e.g., "to appreciate" ) , there

will be no difference in their level of abstractness. Another

example might be the comparison between the ,verb ":to know"

and the verbs which make-up its formula definition (e.g. -,

"to be aware of ," "to :know that ," and "to understand").

However, if a verb such as "to understand" is compared with

a verb like "to translate ," which may be- intended to help

-operat, onally define it, then it may be said that "to

translate" is= more '-ooncrete (i.e.:, more lei/el-specific): than

"to understand" since it is.- more closely associated with a

particular action.

The same comparison may be made among objlects. For

, in comparison to "natural phenomena" the encepit

"evolution"' may be judged to be more conceptually clear

since its- meaning is less vague=. It- -may,= therefore, be used

as part of the formula definition of the. concept "natural

phenomena". However, "evolution" as a concept is= =not any

less abstract sInce It is no more closely related to

particulars-."

To *summarize then,= a verb and 'object 's level of

abstractness 'may be independent of their conceptual clarity.

However, a verb's level of abstractness and operatiorial

'clarity are- related. The verbs which are part =of the

operational definition of an abstract verb are less abstract.

That is , they are Closer to particulgrs since they must

provide the test by which °the verb may be identified. In



O

t ,
addition, the level of abstractness of statement's object

and the operational clarity of the- staement as a whole
are related') operationally blear statements have Objects

that are closely related to particulars.
The question may be asked "how are the categories of

range and level related?" For many objects, as the concepts

they embody become more range--specific through formula

definition, they will also become more level-specific,
although' this is not always the case- aS -was pointed_ -out

above -. To -give an example, as. a formula definition for such

-verbs as -"to- -move=, -"- -"tOr =perceiVez, " or -"to-communicate-"-

verbs -describing abilities), is- deve=loped-,- thase verbs- which=

are ialuthinatect "to- jump_, "- "to sea.,-" or -"to write")-

arP -both- more range- and ilowever-,_ verbs

such -a ti "to- =know'-'- -"tor 'apprec=iate those which =help- to-

define the oghitive and affe_ctiive-domalias-,_ -.have= ,conCe_ptS-

in their formula-- definitions which are not- necessarily

either more range- or level-specific. A different situation
arises when cognitive and affective verbs are compared with

those verbs which are part of theil operational definition§
(i.e. , skill verbs). In this case the. ,ski..11

verbs may be said to be more range- and level- specific since
they imply fewer instances and are closer to recordable
exemplifi cations .

_-

"Behavioralness." - The form of an eduoational objective

may be-- described= in=- r=egard to- the behavioral _or- -non=behavioral

17
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nature of its verb. The two end poihts of the "behavioralness":

continuum- are state of being. (non-:behavioral). and action/

'movement (behavioral). This continuum is illustrated in
Figure

State of Being-

Non-behavioral

Figure- 5s -"BehaviOralnese

Action or-
Movement

Behavioral

An, example: =of a verb that desbribes a= state Of= being.,

and which , therefore-, falls toward that =end? =Of the

beha.Vioralnebsii =continuuth-, .,"to :believe; " another is= "to_

understand." All goals describe states of being, since the
verb- most _approiiriate fOr a _goal =attribute) is= t'to

In addition -,_ -all ye_rbs= mhich _de cr-_b_e "to

Oomprependzq or affects "to believe-1- also-d_esbribe,,,

states of being.
action are=, =for

Verbs which describe a mental or physical

example, "to, catch," 1"to visualize," "to

apPly,"- -"to =ex-plain-4i' -Or -"to --Writ-e-._-", These- all fall towar

the- behavior- endi of- the "behaviOralness"- -continuum,-

The concept Of- Operatiorial -clarity brings- into focus-

the relatiotAl-- -between- behaVioral and no_m=behaViotal veibS;.

-.That the- operational edefinitiOn- of _=non==behavioral verbs-
_ .

(e.g., "to believe," "to understand") will consist of one -Or

18
IP,
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more behavioral verbs- 1(k.g-, "to apply , "- -"to_ give reasons_,"

"to 'write ")_.

. -Observability. - The last format category is- called_

observability-. This -category refers= primarily to a statement's

"cverb:_ as does the -"behavioralness" category. The two- end-

points -of- the- _observability continuum- _are-, of course,

unobservable and- observable-. -Figurk -6 -shows this ,continuum.

fThobserVable =ObServable

Targure 6.-._ -Observabild-ty-continUum-:

Observability describes the degree to which one can

directly assess the action or state of =being= described by
The f-011oWing c'oncepts= =ban. be- assessed

"to catch," "to give examples," "to write; " therefore, they
-are_ Called= =observable fThose- -verbs like- "to= kn-ow- :"

beIieVe_,_" ="to e_oMprehend--_,;" "to- -ViSualize_,:.= -and- '"t6_ apply"

=eannot. =be- asbeSsed- -direetly, since they- -do -not= repre-seht

observable -behaviors-;,-therefOrk-,:- these are= referred= to as

Unebservable_. It -should: be- noted= that- a Verb may be- behavioral

=but -_not_ observable _(e-.g=,, "=t6= apply-" visualize ")-,

al-though the converse =does not- hold_.

T te concept' of operational-clarity a:lso brings into
focus the relationship between= observable and unobservable

verbs. That is, the operational definition of an unobservable

verb (e.g. , "to comprehend") consists of one or more observable

verbs (e.g., ."to =give examples" or "to write").
19.
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rt should be noted that some Objects may be observable

if they are level-specific (i.e., concrete). For example,

"an oak tree ," in relation to- "botany" is not only more
range- and level - specific but it is also an observable
manifestation.

In summary, the concepts related- to a statement's form

, ;are clarity, range, level of abstractness, "behavioralness,"
and observability. The format category,clarity is the
pivotal one. To achieve conceptual clarity, a formula

definition- for a verb or object must, be developed =. By making

an-Object =tore range-Specifit_, the CompOnents of its -formula

:May II1Umin-atett.- The -formula= -definition- =of

-some verbs may also be-developed: thiS -way_. Before a :statement

as a -whOle= -Can- -be -called --ConCePtualiy-_ Iear, 'both- its- -verb-

and: ob=ject must be c_oncePtually -clear._ The-description- of-

an-Object a^ abstraCt-or :Concrete =Should= :be =considered=

indePendently f its range character -or its conceptual clarity-.

To richieve-olierational :clatity_, an-operational definition

-must =be= de=veloped= for a- statement -' =s verb. n=- order to-make-

a- -verb- oppratio-na-Ily :clear:, it =Must =be- translated- into- =inore-

concrete, behavioral, and observable terms. An operationally

-clear statement -has a verb- Which -unambiguously- describes

an obterN'rable beha.vior in -relation- to- a conceptually clear

object. In addItion, an oPerationaily =clear statement _has

a- verb- and object which are both range-specifid (i.e., cover
few or one instances=).
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MIN that the form concepts related to a statement's

verb and object have been discussed, next they will be"

used- to describe paradigm stateMehts of goals, intended

learning outcomeb, and behavioral-evidence,

91-



SECTION ,3

PARADIGM STATEMENTS OF EDUCATIONAL OBJECTIVES

Goals

Ideally, in order to best communicate with thoSe inside

and- outside the educational community and to -best provide-

4irectiOn for the development -of, intended learning outcOmes-,,

shcip.-d: be conceptually -Clear,- I =t Should= be remember_ed-

that_ in= this _Study -goals --re -de-firied_ as the attributes a

-puPil _Should- possess =upon-Completion_ of an-edUcational -

experience=. sConceptua=l sciatity=,, :however, is- _relative- It
may best be -determined: by -coriiparint -related- -concepts,. -Fort-
the :Sake- of -arguMent, let ,us) _assume that these--fg-661 -Statements-

.

-have objects that_ are- =not _conceiitually-

l_. The -pupil =will, be a- self=actual=i=zed

T-he pupil -w-ill be a life-long- learner._

3-. The- pupil -will be _well -,,round -ed:.-

-4-._ The -pupil -w-ill -be- a virtuous -person.

5 -.- The- pupil will be adaptable._
-6. -The= puPii :will: -be- a good: citizen-.

7._ The= :pupil will te- an-ex-Pert in -s-oMe-

They =may- in, fact_ _be- _unclear -since: -thoSt -people- would

agree that we are= -uncertain= of their- meaning -.= In- this case_,_

:we may call such statements_,_ as= _a- Wh-Ole.,_ vague=.

2
_20
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to gain conceptual clarity for each of these

formula definition of their objects must be

concept. or term's formula definition is genetated

the essential components or properties of the

example, the formula definition for the object

of the goal "the pupil is a life-long learner" may include:

self-motivated learner, curious, a knowledge seeker, responsive

skilled, independent, self-reliant, caring and involved.

Each of these objects may be incorporated into a goal

statement (e.g., "the pupil will be skilled":"the pupil will

be self-reliant). Such statements will help to conceptually

clarify the goal "the pupil will =be a life-long learner."

The process ot conceptual clarification may continue

indefinitely by =developing a formuIa-definition-fdt-eadh

new=stateMent., The= eduoationaIHplanher-Must-dedide =bowl

zange7SPeoific and-concrete he-mantS-hia=goal statements

toybei. The tbre_rang04-and-level-rspecific they are, the

-tore they-citcumscrAbe-or Precisely direct the:selection _of

intended learning outcomes, :Fair ,eXample, the -goal- "the

pupil is skiIled"-may-be seen =by- an_ educational -planner as

suficiently clear to communicate his intents and to direct

the-selection-of intended- IedrhingS, This statement has an-

:object that is still:moderately-range-general since it .covers
.

-many instances, though nbt aS:many-aS IearnefY

the _Concept that includes it. ''SkiIlfulneSs" is still quite

abstract, since it is remOved foril-partidUlatS

aa
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On the other hand, mother educational planner might

feel that it is necessary to make at least one more attempt

at formula definition before he will be satisfied with the

clarity of this goal. In that case, objects like these might

be generated as part of the formula definition for "skilled ":

movOlent abilities, perceptual Abilities, coordinated

abilities, cognitive abilities, and complex abilities.

Some of these may still be considered too- vague by some

planners.

EVen more conceptually -ciat_goals are= developed by

relating an attribute to -SoMecontent-drea-such_as science,
.

For -eXarapleii "the Pupil will seek Itnowledge in- regard to

basic --Scient-Mc information--" "the- pupil will be skilled

in- the =basic scientific cosrmitive abilities," r "the pupil

will be self-motivated in r--egard= to scientific learning."

A formula definition for the attribute described in each

gOaTfand the coAtent it is related to- -may -developed

This will PrOduceMOre arid- more-tange-Specific-gcals:.-

For-Our-purposes, the above goals are-conceptually

clear enough-. They-communicate the attributes apupil Shou-

haVe in-reIatior(tor-some -aontent- `The -task of-developing

the intended learning-outcomes- neede& to- achieve these-goals

is =next,

The primary differences between goalS and intended

learning outcomes lies in- their definitiohS and language

form), As =noted-, a goaI=describ-eS the attributes a
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pupil should have at the completion of an educational

experience: thus, the verb most often used in goals is "to

be." The object of a goal will vary in form from vagueness
A*to anconceptual clarity d from range and level generality

to moderate range and- level specificity. The object of a

goal may also describe somewhat observable behaviors (e.g. ,

'Ithepupil will be skilled in hand -eye coordination).

Intended Learning Outcomes

Intended' learning outcomes (hereafter abbreviated to

) are, of course, defined -.s those learn.np_-,s a ptzpil

should accomplish as part of an edbcational experience. It
is hoped- that their accomplishment will enable the pupil to

achieve the related- -goal(s) of the program. The= language

of an intended learning outcome (i.l.o. ) differs from a

goal's- primarily in that the relevant domaiza of learning

must be communicated by an 1.o. 's verb.
Most authors agree that there are three domains of

learning. However, there is little agreement, especially

that which is based= on empirical -elifidence, as to the exact

rnature of the membes of those doMains. Although Bloom

(1956), Krathwohl (1964), and Harrow (1972) have exhaustively
fc

described three domains, there remains much overlap and
AI

conceptual confusion -.

-After carefully- examining -these- three- -resources as-

-well as -Others }fasting and: -Mad-eaus

an= a-ttempt -was made to-use_ the- d- omains of learning they

25
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statements Of`educationalobiectivese

It became evident that they could and should be modified.

In this study; the traditional names are retained for.two a

of the domains of learning. The first is the cognitive

domain, In this doMain are those verbs

-imply the acquisition -of knowledge`. Therefore, they are

which

characterized by verbs which make up the formula definition

fOr the verb "to know." These verbs are, for exaMple, "tc,

understand," "to be-aware of," and "to-comprehend,' among

others. The second traditional domai is the= affective

domain. -In this. domain are- thOse i.l.o.s which imply 'the

acquisition of feelings and attitudes and inclinations.

Feelings or attitudes = describe the degree of'internalization

Or commitment the Pupil is expected to Have in regard to=

any particular content (Krathwohl, 1964). This commitment

is expressed by verbs such as',` to love," "to value," "to'

believe," "to be interested in," and "to cherish," among

others. Inclination describes the. commitment to act in

relation to one "'s = feelings toward some= content. Verbs such

as to want toe,_ desire to," "to be inclined to," and .

"to look forward to" are the kinds of verbs used to,express

inclination.

The thir=d= domain= to in this-ztUdy-ks a

Modification-of the traditional ptychomotor-domain. It it

called- the ski=ll domain=.- In thit Tiothain_ are-those

1With verbs -wh=ich= impiy the'acw.tititiom of various abilitiesli



movement,

coaVex.

are:

`r _movement - to move ,= to jump, to,gesture, to manipulate,
/- ' to run, to catch, and to sway

perceptual - to perceive ,to see, to hear, to smell,
to touch, and to taste

2

perceptuaL,coordinated -, cognitive, affective and

S,orIA- verbs ass ciated with the various abilities

coordinate

cognition

affective

d to coordinate. (e.g.; hand -,eye, footeye)
% -

tatraritlate; to'distinguish, to compOte,
to ahaivte,.to apply, to soivelproblems,
to- =recognize, and to synthesize

= fo, listen -svkiatheticalIv,Ito.question
'to- explain lOvingly

.

OaMpIex to-scidipt, ta.feaoh, to-Write-creatively, to
Praet:i6eAliedioine to-dress--heat)2,v _

To illustrate the datl:eiendes among statements that

under e4ch category-of learning let -us- oanSider

examp:tes .-

Colmitions. - The goal "the pUpil will be knowledgeable

in regard to basic scientific rnformation" directs the=

selection of cognitive intended learnihg outcomes which will

4

help a _Student. achieve tfitis goal.. =First, this goal is_

,translated= into- the lariguage-;Of intended- learning,outcomes;:
.

-"the-pupil iknOwS baSic scientific- inforMatiOnY!' The verb

and ob=ject of a cognitive i.71.o, 'should- be- at least- Conceptually

olear in order to oommunioate the, cognitions that a pupil--

should- ach ieve -'and to-direct the-trUctionai planning

process. A formula definition for the verb "to-'know" and

the object .Thasic scientific information" must, therefore,
e

be generated. in order to conceptually clarify this i.l.o.
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The components of the formula definition for "to know"

include "to understand," "to be. aware of," etc. The formula

definition of "basicscientific information" includes the

concepts, terms, laws, etc. of the natural, 'Physical, social,

and psychologicod sciences. By developing formula definitions

for thee content areas, more )trid more of their components

and properties will be illuminated.

Each cognitive 1.1.o. combines one of the components

'of "to know" with componerit of a scientific content area.

Ate= example of 4, conceptually clear cognition is "the pupil

understands the concept 'evolutiont."

Hci Weyer, this 1.10; =mav not he bonsider specific

_enough to guide ingtructional planning, although it is

conceptually clear. In that case, an educational planner

may develop a eormula fbr the concept "evolution." 0

The- new comPonentSilluminated may any =more-

clear, -but they will9be-tore Tange,Specific since they are

by -"ek'ClUtiOn,'" They mill alsb he mre'leVel,specific

0

since- they at% 4-16170:,blosely-teIated.to, particulate. Bete

are some examples bfcogniti-Ve with-moderately

rangespecific objects related to "the --,pupil -understands

; t J- _ j .
,,

the concept leVolutiOn-"1 "The pupil understands the

implIcatione of natural selection and "the pupil understands
le

the -reasons for tutatIone."- "The pupil ie aware that DIlk

Stands for dioxyribonucleic acid" has a range- and

level-6pbei:Gic object.
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No matter how range- Or level=specific a .cognition's

object becomes, since all cognitive verbs describe states

of being, the statement as a whole may not he termed observable

or behavioral. lb

Skills. -,The goal "the pupil will be skilled in basic

scientific abilities" directs the selection of skill

Skill may be divided into two groups, those that

describe unobservable behaviors, and those that describe

observable behaviors.

Those that describe perceptual abilities ("to-see,"

"to tear," etc.), cognitive abilities ("to apply," "to

recognize," "to analyze," "to synthesize," "to hypothesize"),

and= some affective abilities ("to listen= sympathetically")

are unobservable. The skill ,"the =pupil is able to analyze

basic scientific data" is a conceptually cle.ir though range-

and level-general statement which describes an unobservAble

behavior, since its, verb "to analyze" describes an

unobservable behavior and both its verb and object are range-

and level-general. The verb "to analyze" is retained

throughout the - development. -of the formula definition of

"basic scientific data. -" This will produce statements like

these that liave more range= and levispecificAobjectsl- 'the-
,

pupil can analyte meathet*conditions,""the-ptiPfl-can analyze-

the -chemical makeup -of- substances, "tte pupil .dan analyze-

.the taw.input ftoM an -ekperiment, "the pupil Can analyze

a flow- chart."
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Skill i.l.o.s with very range-specific objects related

to "the pupil can analyze ,weather conditions" might be "the

pupil can analyze cloud formations , barometric pressure,

humidity , etc."

The skill 1.1.o. "the pupil is able to manipulate

scientific equipment" describes a moderately range- and

level-generAl: observable behavior in relation to a moderately

range- and level-general object. By providing a formula

definition for the verb "to manipulate" and the object

"scientific equipment ," i.l.o.s with more range- and

level-specific =verbs and objects are produced. It should

be noted that, this i.l.o. is also operational since it

describes an observable behavior. As both its verb and

object are- made more range-specific , the Statement as a

whole becomes operationally clear: "the pupil can draw out

liquid using a, pipette,"_

Affects. - The goal lithe pupil will be self-motivated

in regard to basic scientific learning" directs the selection

of affective i.l.o.s such as these: "the pupil values the

scientific method of inquiry, " "the pupil is interested in

scientific knowledge, " and "the pupil is inclined to use

scientific skills. " The verbs used in these i.l. o.s ("to

Value ," "to be interested An, " and "to- be inclined to") all .

describe states of being as do goals ("to be") and cognitions

f"-sto -know" 1.

Like cognitions, bribe the verband object affect

have been made conceptuallY clear- through- fOrmula- definition_
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(e.g._,_ the pupil looks forward to scientific experiments"),

then the object may be made as range-, and level-specific

as the educational planner wants it to be in order to direct

instructional and evaluation planning.

In ';iiimary , cognitive and affective 1.1.o .s should be

conceptually cleat to best -direct instructional and evaluation

planning. °ride this is attaineci, a statement _may be made

as range- and/or level-specific as the content (i.e.-, its

object) warrants. No matter how level- and/Or range-specific

a Cognition or affect becomes -, it will still describe a

state =of being.

Skills_,_ on the other hand, by the nature =of their

verbs , describe behaviors. Some describe unobservable

behaviors and rothes describe observable behaviors. =Aga=in

t is up to the discretion of the educational planner to

pursue range- and level-specificity. Those statements

describing observable behaviors that axe Made very specific

*may also be termed operationally clear.

BehaviOnal_Eviderioe-

The- primary -differenoes- among behavioral- evidence arid-

goals -,and lie in their -definition_ and language

fOrth):-. Behavioral evidence= is- defined-a.S- a Statement-
:

-which= describes -what-Ohe -should= look: -for in= -order to="assess

-the- aahievetent =of- -goals- -or intended: _learning =outoomes,'

The essential form -oharaateriStiO-Of statements of

behaVioral =eVidence is- that they- -contribute- to- or manifest
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operational clarity. Operational clarity is defined_ as

characterizing a statement which unambiguously describes

an observable behavior. Depending on 'the degree Of operational

clarity attributable to a statement for which behavioral
evidence is to be generated =, a varying number of intermediate

statements must be developed before operational clarity is

achieved.

_Let us first consider those Statements farthest 'removed

from. operational clarity that is, those objectives whose
verbs describe a state =of bei The 'following serve as

examples: "the- pupil =wi=ll be a gtod citizen," "the = pupil

will be, a life -long learner i" -"the =pupil will be a
self-actualized individual " "the = pupi=l is interdsted in

scientific knowledge, bi- "the pupil knows basic- scientific

information." In order to ope'rationally clarify such
-statemerita (i.e. , translate them into observable behaviors) ,

three types of behavioral evidenCe are created -.= First
criteria are developed which conceptually clarify and/Or

begin the proorcs of operational definition in regard to
the verb'and object of a statement. Next ,= for each criterion,
indicators are generated.- These indicators describe observable

behaviors=. Finally, _data, the- niciat- -operationally _clear

statements =of- behavioral evidenCe:, aremdeveloped -for -each=

indicator..

Criteria. - The first type Of behavioral evidence
generated in relation to statements_which describe states
of being is called criteria. The term criteria. is used
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because it implies a general standard of judgment. Criteria

may describe conceptually 4ear states of being, unobservable

behaviors, or observable behaviors. In this study, those
behavioral evidence statements which describe states of

being are called general criteria. Some general criteria

related to the goal "the pupir'will be a good citizen" are
as follows: l'the pupil comprehends the significance of ,the

Declaration of Independence," "the pupil values the basic

tenets of democracy," "the pupil is aware of current issues,"
"the pupil = knows how to= fill out his income tax form," and

"the pupil understands the implications of free speech
Specific criteria describe =behaviors and may be either

observable or unobservable. They may be formulated in

relation to a goal, intended learning outcome, or general
criteria. Specific criteria are the next step toward
operational clarity since they- are sta=tements that describe
actual te-haViors -related: to= stateS of -being,.

The- =reader may- have -mote& that .general -criteria haVe-

the- -tame- form as =cognitive- andt--affeCtive- The

differ=ence between a: =general =criterion-and: an=

in its input fliriction._ For this function_ is -to ='

_guide the instrUctional -planning -Systein,, =while- for criteria,:

it is to guide evaluation planning. That , a statement

Such aS "the _pupil values the basic- tenets of detiocra.cy" may

,be considered- either a general *criterion of behavioral
-evidence or an intended learning =outcome. If the statement

3,3 .



is to function as an i.l.o., its verb and object need only

bemade conceptually clear enough to guide instructional

planning. However, if the statement is to function as a

cciterion, not only must its verb and object be conceptually

clear but the statement as a whole must become operationally

clear.

Specific criteria have the same-form as skill i.l.o.s.

Specific/behavioral criteria include perceptual, cognitive,

affective perceptUal , and some complex abilities in that

these abilities 'are behaviors but not observa.ble (e .g.

"the pupil can apply the basic tenets of democracy" or "the

pupil listens with= empathy to-'a, speech by someone with = a

different point of view from his own." ). Specific /operational

criteria include movement, communication, ffective response

and some -complex abilities since these abilities are observa.ble

behaviors (e;g. , "the pupil =states the implications of

ahighunemployment rate -or "thepupil actively -work's for

-community development . "1.

Indidatots = The term-"indicator"_ is Chosen -to ttescribe-

the next type of behavioral evidence. The term implies a

statement whose function is to identify characteristic

behaviors relative to more geraral statements of behavioral

evidence. In relation to specific/behavioral criteria, an

indicator's task is to provide logically related , observable

and, therefore , operational statements. This is accomplished

by using verbs which describe observable behaviors . =For

example , an indicator for the specific/behavioral criterion
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"the pupil can apply the concept of equal justice under law"

might be "the puptl demonstrates as a judge, decisions

based- solely on the merits of a case." It should be noted

that not only has the verb now becoms observable, but the

object is also mare range- and level-specifia. Indicators

for specific/operational criteria need only to continue

the process of operational clarification by providing more

range- and level-specific verbs and objects, since thesS

statements already have verbs which describe observable

behaviors:

Data =. = -Data is- the name =given to statements which are

the most operationally clear behavioral evidence. For each

indicator, one or more data statements is developed in order%

to complete its operational definition. Data st_ ments

are both range- and level-specific in both verb and object,

and in addition, describe observable behaviors. "The student

gives reasons for his rendering a particular ir ud gment" or

"the student votqs" are Skamples of data statements.A

The development of conceptually clear "statements of

behavioral evidence is requisite to the development of

operationally clear statements. There is always the risk

of developing operational definitions that do not. provide

valid- data relative to the objective in question, In order

to reduce this risk, one should not attempt to take the

conceptual feap from vague statements of educational objectives

to operationally clear statements without first attaining

conceptual clarity.



In addition, it is worth reinterating that the

operational definition of all but the most specific and

already operational objectives should, include a wide variety

of behavioral evidence. In this -way= it may be assured that

the wealth of individual behaviors or exemplifications

implied by an objectize are tested for, and in so doing,

the accomplishment of that objective's intent will be more

accurately assessed.



SECTION 4

CONCLUSIONS ANO IMPLICATIONS

In -conclusion, there are -three contributions that this

study makes -to -the literature-on educational objectives.

Each has its own implications.

The first contribution is to modify the traditional
,

:,nOtion Of a Statement_iaif,unction. Thismodifieatioh-oonsists

Orredefining a statement-= s 'function-as-communication and

direct=ion. The- major itplioationof--subh a-ohange lies

in the fact that it_ la-dongruentylth- aproSass/product

model -Of educational-deVelopment, that i amodel in-which

different eaucational prOducta-(0,g,-objeotivaWhaVe

particular funct=ions (e.g., oommUnicationand airection)-

taIatiVa tb- various developmental-processes -currIculut-

developtent, instructional)?lanning, anclavaluatioh-planning).

Such=amodel:di-Vorcea the -development of educational

objectives from-planning level contexts.- In-OthermOrda,

the model may- be used in any context (e.g., the national

level, school district or university level, or classroom

level).

It is itpokant to-note that_ this procass/Product model

leaves tha debision as to the r'^acise- form-of _ati-objettiv

q"/- I

35
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largely to the educatiOnal planner in each context. By

doing this it allows the educational planner to be as
prescriptive as he desires. For example , if the planner
wishes to give maximum freedom to those who are going to

develop instructional and evaluation plans from his
objectives, then he should make sure those objectives are

of a most general sort. That is,_ they should be statements

which =have verbs describing vague states of be-int and which,

as- a whole, are range- and level-general. On the other

hand, if the planner wishes to circumscribe the subsequent
instructional and evaluation plans as much as possible ,

he may formulate objectives which are characterized by

conceptuall-y- cl-ear, if- not -operationally .olear-, Verbs- _as'

`well- verbs .and objeCts- -which- -are rang , and level-,spe-Cific.

This bririgS_ =us to_ the= _second= =contribution- that this

study makes , namely-, that_ representSe an- -evolutionary-

Step- in the rdl-s_cussion_ of a statement's -form. As Langley

(1974) notes , previously the "form of*an educational objective

has =been discussed in reference to the whole statement ,

using rather gross terms such as "general" and "specific"
. in a behavioTal sense. Strike and Posner (1974) present

four format categories which allow for a much more detailed

explication of a statement's form. In this study, the
assumption is made that these format categories may be

modified somewhat and used to_discuss a statement's verb

and object separately since the verb and object may not
have the same characteristics at the same time. The benefit

28-
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of this is that educational planners and researchers now

have a precise set of concepts with which to analyze and

construct statements of educational objectives. In addition,

these concepts are based on a Moderate empiricist point of

view and as such are nori-prescriptive. However, they ao

provide a framework with which to differentiatebetween

goals, intended learning outcomes, and behavioral evidence.

The paradigm statements cited are the third and perhaps

the most important contribution this study makes to the

literature on educational objectives. Statements which

exemplify the concepts in each of the format categories used

in this study were given =by way of illustrating the three

kinds of =educational objectives.

Simply defining these three - kinds= =of objectives (goals,

intended _learning outcomes, and behavioral evidence) in a

precise way has definite implications. Of course,. Johnson

(1967 =)= and Strike and Posner (1974) had previously defined

intended learning outcome s and behavioral evidence . However ,

the addition of =a unique definition for educational goals

means that ,planners and researchers win be able to generate

statements which represent the most cd.mmorily used educational

objectives= with confidence that theg do, in fact, describe

different kinds of statements. In =additi=on,= since the

definitions of these objectives are based on a moderate

empiricist ideology which has been well described, the

educational planner or tesearcher can be sure that his work

has a sound philosophical underpinning.

39
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The paradigm statements_themselves which were generated

relative to the stipulated definitions of the objectives
in 'this study alsa offer much to the literature. "First,

they illustrate the distinguishing characteristics of each
kind of abjectly. For example, because of their definition,

goals will predominately use the verb "to be." As the

paradigm statements show, a goal's objeat may Vary In form

from a vague, range- and level- general state of being to a
conceptually -clear, range, and- level-specific_ observable

_behaVifor. On the -other =hand -, -and b v,ehaioral
evidence=, thl& behavioralness and observability== of the

statement as a whole= is = determined= =by their verb's form

cha.racteristics. ,,This is true even though a sta.temerit's
object May be level-specific (i.e., a particular or concrete)
and, therefore, observa.ble.

Another way- that the paradigm statements help to

illustrate the differences among objectives is in regard
to- the form characteristics recommended for ea.ch type of

statement. These are not prescriptions, but simply
recommendations with just two exceptions. The first is the
appropriateness of the verb "to be" in goal statements in
light of their stipulated definition. The use of this

verb means that goals, by and large, may be characterii;ed

as states of being. However, there are no prescriptions
-as to the desired form that a goal statement should take

order- to carry :out its functions -of communication

The _otaiy, recommend-a-tion- is, that_ the-_niore one
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wishes to circumscribe subsequent development, the more

level- and range-specific one's goals should be.

Of course, a'case can be made for, at least, conceptual

clarity pf goals. It may be argued that if one's goals are
P

hat,, conceptually, clear. (i.e., if one does not 'know what they

me'an, then it will be.impossible to 'decide how to achieve

.them,or how to determine if they have been achieved. -. A

similar argAment may be made, for having conceptually clear

intended learning cuttmes. 'Mat is, if one does not clearly

define the-objectiVespf instructional pla'hning-, :then- it

will be.atest difficult- to de- vel-op clear- and effective

plans. 'Further , it will _be= difficult to evaluate the

4

effectivene.f)s of those plans. Beyond.this., there are no

recommendations that an i./T.o.'be:level, or range-specific
. , =

-

or that it deSCribe an-obse-tvabIe 'behavior bather than

unobServable OneS-or-a-statS-Of teirig, In-fact, it has teen-

shown- that thoSe oharacteriSticS,rri ihe,caSe of

are determined solely by their domain-And-kind of learn'

The _ohly-pther prescriptiori'tlade by this study,,HWhich-

is simply a reiteration of Strike and Posner's argument,

is that statements of behavioral evidence should be.formed

to-contribute_to-ormanifeStoperational =Clarity.

That is, tehaxioral evidericemuSt te conceptually clear,

-and iri-the case olf data statements, they mgstiuftambiguously

'describe Observable behaviors!

The paradigm statements themselves may be used as a

.reference when-one is analyzing or-conStructing a set of,
I / i
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educations.; objeCtives,t since 4-ey graphically-present the

format category concept6: It is'hoped that this study, makes

a contribution to the development of theory concerning.
/

eduCational objectives and to-the practical task of

formulating tm.

(t1
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